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Abstract: Double- and triple-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs and TWNTs) consist of
coaxially-nested two and three single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). They act as the
geometrical bridge between SWNTs and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), providing an
ideal model for studying the coupling interactions between different shells in MWNTs. Within
this context, this article comprehensively reviews various synthetic routes of DWNTs’ and TWNTs’
production, such as arc discharge, catalytic chemical vapor deposition and thermal annealing of
pea pods (i.e., SWNTs encapsulating fullerenes). Their structural features, as well as promising
applications and future perspectives are also discussed.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes; double-walled carbon nanotubes; triple-walled carbon nanotubes;
synthesis; catalytic chemical vapor deposition; arc discharge; fullerenes; pea pods
1. Introduction and Motivation
Before starting with the Introduction and definitions, it is important to keep in mind that this
manuscript is intended to briefly review and discuss the recent progress on the controlled growth of
double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) and triple-walled carbon nanotubes (TWNTs), which are
the few-walled versions of the single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). Namely, since they were
first discovered [1], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have undoubtedly been one of the most promising
nano-materials to advance applications in mechanics, electronics, materials science, sensors, energy
harvesting devices and much more [2–4].
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1.1. Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
SWNTs can be simply understood from a fundamental nano-science standpoint on the basis of
their parent material graphene, the material that led to their discovery, and which was awarded the
Nobel Prize in 2010 [2–6]. As depicted in Figure 1a, departing from the origin O for graphene using
the direct space basis vectors a1 and a2, the chiral vector (Ch) is generated by displacing the vector n
times in the a1 direction and m times in the a2 direction, forming the (n, m) chiral vector (4, 2). Next, a
stripe whose width is equal to the Ch size is “cut”, and by joining both ends of the chiral vector, one
obtains a cylinder, which is nothing but the (4, 2) carbon nanotube itself.
Each carbon nanotube has its very own (n, m) index, and through this (n, m) indexing, one may
understand everything regarding the nanotube structure, as for example, its mechanical, electronic,
vibrational and thermal structures [2–4]. The (n, m) index will, therefore, also define whether a carbon
nanotube is metallic or semiconducting. Additionally, due to the carbon nanotube one-dimensional
character, both the electronic and the vibrational structures of CNTs present Van Hove singularities
(VHS), and these VHS enhance many phenomena involving electrons, phonons and their mutual
interactions, which are often called many-body interactions [2,4,5,7–10]. These VHS have a high
density of states, and they result from the quantum confinement observed in the circumferential
direction of the nanotubes [2,4,5,7,8]. Lieber’s group was one of the first groups to measure the Van
Hove singularities in CNTs using the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) technique, as shown in
Figure 1b [11].
Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the graphene lattice, which serves as a template for carbon nanotube
construction. The vectors a1 and a2 are the basis vectors of graphene in direct space. As illustrated,
by displacing the lattice vector n times in the a1 direction and m times in the a2 direction, the chiral
vector Ch is formed, which together with the orthogonal vector T forms the unit cell of the carbon
nanotube. The indices of the chiral vector (n, m) define the indices of the carbon nanotube. Namely, the
rectangle AOBB’ is the unit cell in real space for the (4, 2) tube, in which one chiral vector component
is displaced four times in the a1 direction and two times in the a2 direction. The stripe formed (see
dotted lines), which has a length equal to the size of Ch, forms the carbon nanotube when it is rolled
up. Figure adapted with permission from [4], Copyright Elsevier, 2006. (b) Van Hove singularities
(VHS) obtained from scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurement, as shown in the upper
curve, and theoretical calculations of the VHS for the (13, 7) and the (12, 6) carbon nanotubes. The
vertical dashed lines indicate the VHS in the experimental curve. Reproduced with permission from
[11], Copyright American Physical Society, 1999.
From a theoretical point of view, there are no doubts about how unique nanotubes are, and
if one could specifically synthesize a particular nanotube with a particular set of (n, m) values, one
could certainly utilize these (n, m) numbers to build more efficient products, which are designed
for a specific commercial application. As an example, semiconducting SWNTs have been used to
fabricate field-effect transistors (FET) [12–14]. As demonstrated by Misewich et al. [12], optical
emissions can be electrically induced from FETs (see Figure 2a,b). However, semiconducting SWNTs
with different (n, m) indexes will present different bandgaps, and these different bandgaps make the
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FET light emissions happen at distinct wavelengths. Therefore, through a convenient selection of
CNTs according to their (n, m) indexes, these FET devices could be tailored according to the desired
emission wavelength. Moreover, such devices could be also used as light absorbers, photovoltaic cells
and photo-current generators (see Figure 2c,d), for example [15–20]; all of them with performances
directly relying on the specific (n, m) choices [12–20].
Figure 2. (a) Schematic drawing of an ambipolar semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWNT) device and (b) infrared emission intensity during repeated sweeps of the drain potential
as a function of gate voltage. Reproduced with permission form [12], Copyright The American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 2003. (c) Schematic of a typical split-gate device for
photocurrent generation under focused optical illumination and (d) a spatially-resolved photocurrent
two-dimensional map with a continuous laser excitation emitting at the wavelength 532 nm and
optical power density 25 W/cm2 for a device of diameter d = 1.8 nm. Scale bar, 1 mm. Reproduced
with permission from [15], Copyright The American Association for the Advancement of Science,
2009.
The bridge between theory and commercial applications, which is the focus of the study
of researchers working with the synthesis of carbon nanotubes, was a major problem in the
advancement and consolidation of CNTs as a “next generation” material [2]. In the past two decades,
major progress has been made first towards synthesizing or isolating semiconducting nanotubes,
metallic nanotubes and later (n, m)-specific samples. These major advances give an additional boost
to carbon nanotube science [21–29]. These advances brought along the capability of synthesizing
better SWNT (n, m)-specific samples and also provide more capability for synthesizing DWNT and
TWNT samples containing either only DWNTs or only TWNTs [21–29].
1.2. Double- and Triple-Walled Carbon Nanotubes
DWNTs and TWNTs may be understood as two and three concentric SWNTs, respectively,
which interact with each other through interlayer (IL) interactions, which are mediated by weak
van der Waals forces. The magnitude of these IL interactions will change according to the chirality
combinations between the pairs (n, m)@(n′, m′) in a DWNT or among the set (n, m)@(n′, m′)@(n′′, m′′)
in a TWNT [30–38]. Namely, Saito et al. predicted that the IL interactions would play different
roles in the DWNT structure and showed that the stability of the double-walled structure does not
strongly depend on the (n, m) pairs of the tubes constituting the DWNT, but the van der Waals-related
barrier potential for the relative motion of the inner and outer tubes depends strongly on the
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(n, m) pairs [38]. This calculation has been further confirmed by Charlier and Michenaud [37].
These theoretical predictions were proven accurate with the successful experimental demonstration
of carbon nanotube-based nano-motors and nano-oscillators, as discussed further in the text, in
Section 5.
It is worth commenting that these multi-walled systems bring the advantage of mixing
semiconducting (S) and metallic species (M), which extends the range of applications of DWNTs
and TWNTs [39–53]. Moreover, the effectiveness of this mixing is directly related to the van der
Waals forces mediating the interlayer interactions. In other words, for weak IL interactions, the
tubes composing the multi-walled systems would behave independently of each other [30–38,54,55].
In fact, DWNTs can show up in four different flavors (inner tube@outer tube), as shown in Figure
3a, while TWNTs present eight different flavors (inner tube@middle tube@outer tube), as depicted in
Figure 3b. The DWNTs and TWNTs can be either commensurate (when symmetry and periodicity
in the multi-walled tubes exist) or incommensurate (when neither symmetry nor periodicity in
the multi-walled systems exist). It had been common sense that incommensurate systems would
not present IL interactions capable of changing the electronic and vibrational properties of the
individual SWNT constituting the multi-walled carbon nanotubes [30–38,54,55]. On the other hand,
commensurate systems would present IL interactions strong enough to perturb the electronic and
vibrational structures of the SWNTs constituting the multi-walled tubes [30–38,54,55]. However,
as discussed below, incommensurate tubes may present Moire´ patterns, and in these cases, the IL
interactions cannot be neglected [54,55].
The effects caused by the IL interactions have been observed in the vibrational structures
of both DWNTs and TWNTs. Liu et al. [56] experimentally demonstrated the IL effect on the
coupling of the radial breathing mode (RBM) frequencies of each individual nanotube constituting
the DWNT systems that were measured, as shown in Figure 3c,d. Their measurements show
that coupling between the RBM of each constituting SWNT needs to be interpreted as symmetric
and anti-symmetric combinations of the two pristine frequencies, which can be modeled taking
into account a simple classical spring-mass system [56]. They also observed quantum interference
effects in Raman scattering RBM intensities, which were also explained by considering the IL
coupling between the two SWNTs composing the DWNTs systems [56]. Hirschmann et al. [57–59]
demonstrated the influence of the van der Waals interactions in the phonon spectra of TWNT systems,
both in bundle and isolated species. Through the analysis of changes in the RBM frequencies, G-band
frequencies and the G′ frequencies, they showed that semiconducting tubes are often more affected
by the IL interactions than metallic tubes, suggesting a metallicity-dependent shielding phenomena
in these multi-walled systems. It was also demonstrated that these IL interactions are dependent on
the curvature of the tubes, which is higher for small-diameter tubes (ranging around 1 nm) than for
large-diameter tubes.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the possible flavors or metallicities to be obtained for (a) double-walled
carbon nanotubes and (b) triple-walled carbon nanotubes. (c) The Raman spectrum of a (18, 5)@(27, 5)
double-walled carbon nanotube (DWNT) and (d) the Raman spectrum of a (15, 13)@(31, 4) DWNT.
Both spectra show a strong blueshift in the radial breathing mode (RBM) frequencies from those
SWNTs constituting the DWNTs (shown by the dashed lines). The insets in (c) and (d) show the
Rayleigh spectra for the respective DWNTs. Reproduced with permission from [56], Copyright Nature
Publishing Group, 2013.
Recently, Liu et al. [55] observed shifts in the resonance energies of incommensurate DWNT
systems, which were related to the IL interactions present in those DWNTs, as shown in Figure 4a,b.
This was the first measurement suggesting that Moire´ patterns were formed for certain configurations
of inner@outer tubes in DWNT systems. These experimental results were explained by Koshino et
al. [54] in their theoretical work, which shows that DWNT systems indeed present Moire´ patterns
for certain chiral angle combinations between the SWNTs constituting the DWNTs. These DWNTs
can be described in terms of supercells, and in these cases, the IL interactions are strong enough to
cause changes in the electronic properties of each constituent SWNT within a DWNT system (see
Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. (a,b) The electron diffraction pattern of a (11, 11)@(22, 9) DWNT and the absorption
spectrum of the same DWNT, respectively. The dashed lines in (b) show the expected emission for
the constituting SWNTs, and when compared to the experimental data, it is evident that the DWNT
emissions are all redshifted. Reproduced with permission from [55], Copyright Nature Publishing
Group, 2014. (c) Theoretical calculations showing the energy bands for a (27, 3)@(36, 3) DWNT that
presents Moire´ patterns. The left panel shows the energy bands for each constituent SWNT without
the influence of interlayer (IL) interactions. The middle panel shows the changes in the energy bands
when the IL interactions are present. The right panel shows the DWNT density of states (DOS). The
dotted red (blue) lines are DOS for inner (outer) nanotubes and the solid black line is the DOS for the
coupled DWNT. Reproduced with permission from [54], Copyright American Physical Society, 2015.
Lambin et al. [32] studied several different DWNTs systems, and they found that in
incommensurate M@S DWNTs the electronic density of states of the semiconducting tubes were
weakly perturbed by its coupling to the inner metallic tubes, which presented a constant density
of electronic states in the region of interest (±1 eV). In commensurate M@S DWNTs, where the IL
interactions are more effective, the VHS of the semiconducting tubes shift to higher energies, and
an increase in the density of states in the bandgap is observed. For commensurate S@M DWNTs,
the coupling between the inner semiconducting tube and the outer metallic tube modifies more
strongly the semiconducting tube, which has its bandgap reduced due to the fact that its valence
band blueshifts by 30 meV. The outer metallic tube remains basically unchanged [32]. Noffsinger and
Cohen studied a commensurate M@M DWNT (more specifically, a (5, 5)@(10, 10)) and demonstrated
that such a DWNT system behaves as its isolated counterparts. The reason is that the IL coupling
slightly changes the electronic and vibrational properties of both the inner and the outer tube, but
these changes balance out on average [60]. In their calculations, they also predicted superconductivity
behavior for the M@M DWNT. It is important to note that superconductivity had been observed in
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MWNTs (with the number of walls greater than three) [61,62], but only recently was it observed in
DWNTs [28,63,64]. Postupna et al. [65] performed calculations on S@S DWNTs, demonstrating the
possibility for energy transfer mechanisms involving the two semiconducting tubes constituting the
DWNT systems, and confirmed that the phenomenon of energy transfer strongly depends on the
commensurability of the DWNTs, as well.
The mechanical properties of DWNTs and TWNTs are also addressed in the literature. Bacsa
et al. [66] studied the mechanical properties of DWNTs under hydrostatic pressures using Raman
spectroscopy. They found that the outer tubes protect the inner tubes from the effects of pressure.
In fact, they found that the tangential stress depends on the diameter for the outer tubes, but it
stays constant for the inner tubes. The results found by Bacsa et al. [66] are in agreement with the
calculations performed by Natsuki et al. [67], which show that the outer tube indeed takes most
of the hydrostatic pressure. Their calculation suggested that the IL interactions become negligible
with increasing the pressure load, and this shields the inner tube in a DWNT system. Huang et
al. [68] reported enhanced ductile behaviors in DWNTs and TWNTs submitted to axial tensions at
temperatures above 2000 ◦C. They explain the super-elongation observed in the tubular structure as
being essentially related to creep deformations of the CNTs structures at high temperatures. Windle’s
group confirms the same mechanical shielding of the inner tubes when multi-walled structures are
submitted to strain/stress [69–71]. Recently, Alencar et al. [72] observed the same pressure screening
effects for the innermost tubes in TWNT systems. In all of the experiments, the effects caused by
the applied pressure loads did not demonstrate strong dependence with the (n, m) of the SWNTs
constituting the multi-walled systems.
It is worth commenting that all of the possibilities mentioned above for both the DWNT and the
TWNT species and their different metallicities bring a multitude of combinations of electronic and
vibrational structures, which are still in the infant stage of exploration. Indeed, the majority of the
phenomena involving the IL interactions in DWNTs and TWNTs are still waiting for experimental
confirmation. As discussed in the next sections, the capability of synthesizing better DWNT and
TWNT samples may open the doors for a deeper understanding of how the IL interactions affect
these few-walled systems, and it may also broaden the research opportunities involving these
hybrid systems.
2. Synthesis and Characterization of DWNTs
DWNTs are mainly produced by three different methods, such as arc discharge, catalytic
chemical vapor deposition and the thermal treatment of pea pods (i.e., SWNTs encapsulating
fullerenes). For the arc discharge method and the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD)
method, the concepts of the synthesis are similar. By either carbon evaporation or using a carbon
precursor with the decomposition method, carbon sources, such as graphite- or carbon-containing
molecules, are decomposed into small fragments, and this is followed by the formation of an sp2
carbon fibrous material due to the catalytic effect of metal nanoparticles. The last method listed
above is based on the chemical reaction of confined molecules within the confined hollow space of
the SWNTs.
2.1. The Arc Discharge Method
The arc discharge method was developed for the synthesis of fullerenes. However, in 1991, Iijima
[1] discovered multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) in the carbon soot at the end of an electrode
(graphite rod), which was in a different place from where the fullerenes he was preparing were
found. The synthetic apparatus used for the arc discharge method is simple, and the experimental
parameters are not as numerous as for the CCVD method; this method therefore exhibits high
reproducibility. In this method, a pair of carbon rods (usually made as a composite of graphite and
metal nanoparticles) is placed in a vacuum chamber with a small gap, and then, a high voltage is
applied over the gap in order to generate a plasma. By using a high temperature plasma, the carbon
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rod is partially vaporized, and CNTs are formed by the catalytic effect of the metal nanoparticles. In
this growth method, the CNT growth occurs at a higher temperature than by the other methods for
the preparation of DWNTs, such as the CCVD method. By the annealing of molecules encapsulated
with the SWNT, it is widely accepted that the arc discharge-produced CNTs exhibit high crystallinity
and low defect density [21,73–83]. While arc discharge-produced DWNTs exhibit a high oxidation
temperature close to 800 ◦C, the defect healing at high temperature was proposed as a justification for
the high quality product outcomes [73,74]. In contrast to the high crystallinity of DWNTs, the high
temperature also leads to the formation of highly graphitized non-CNT carbon impurities, which are
difficult to remove by a simple purification process, such as oxidation and/or acid treatments, rather
than the formation of amorphous carbons. Several carbon materials other than graphite can be used
as carbon sources for CNTs. For example, Chen et al. [75] used carbon black as a carbon source for arc
discharge-based DWNTs’ growth. It was found that the structural features of the carbon black, which
correspond to the presence of the curvature induced by the heptagon and pentagon, are favored
to increase the concentration of carbon species at the time of the arc discharge. The preparation
of DWNTs from MWNT/carbon nanofiber (CNF) and fullerene waste has also been reported [76,77].
The use of MWNT/carbon nanofibers as carbon feedstock in the arc-discharge method converts about
80% of the carbon feedstock in high quality DWNTs with outer diameters ranging from 1.75–4.78 nm
and inner diameters ranging from 1.06–3.93 nm [76]. On the other hand, the DWNTs produced from
fullerene waste present outer tube diameters ranging from 1.50–5.00 nm and inner tube diameters
ranging from 2.00–6.00 nm [77]. Although the DWNTs produced are also of high quality, there is no
information on how much fullerene waste was actually converted in DWNTs. However, the authors
reported that the purification process of the samples produced is easier when fullerene waste is used
as a carbon source [77].
The addition of a promoter can increase the yield and the selectivity of DWNTs relative to other
carbon forms, and even until now, these effects have not been well understood. Sulfur has been
used as a promoter for the growth of carbon fibers (CF) [78,79]. By introducing sulfur as a promoter,
Hutchison et al. [80] reported for the first time the selective growth of DWNTs, using the arc discharge
method. The effect of sulfur on the growth of DWNTs has been further investigated by Saito et al.
[81] with various metal catalysts under different gas environments (H2, He and their mixtures). It
was found that sulfur is effective only for iron-group metal catalysts, and the presence of H2 is found
to be important. When non-iron-group metal catalysts, such as yttrium or lanthanum, were used, no
DWNT growth was observed [81]. Windle’s group has addressed the observation that sulfur forms
a coating layer that involves the metal nanoparticles, and this coating limits carbon diffusion and
segregation in the metal nanoparticle surface [78]. Qiu et al. [82] demonstrated that the addition of
potassium chloride improved the yield of CNTs and the selectivity of DWNTs. The yield of the CNT
amount increased by five-fold, and the selectivity of DWNTs increased from 10% to over 50% after the
optimization of the KCl content. While both KBr and NaCl also worked similarly as KCl, halogens
seemed to play a key role in increasing the yield of CNT growth, as well as the selectivity of DWNTs
during the synthesis reaction [83]. It was proposed that chloride (or halogens generally) lead to the
formation of aromatic carbon species, which are easily transformed into CNT walls or cap structures.
2.2. The Catalytic Chemical Vapor Deposition Method
The catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) method has been used for the preparation of
SWNTs, DWNTs and MWNTs. The main idea of the CCVD method is as follows: decompose the
carbon precursor into small carbon species by applying heat (either by self-thermal decomposition
or by catalytic dehydration at the catalyst surface); carbon species adsorb onto the catalyst surface,
diffuse onto the surface of a catalyst metal nanoparticle, followed by the formation of a solid solution;
saturated carbons precipitate from the catalyst metal nanoparticle and then simultaneously form a cap
structure as the initiation of the CNT growth; the structure changes from the cap to a cylinder as the
growth continues. This CCVD method involves various reactions; thus, usually, amorphous carbons,
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SWNTs and MWNTs are found as impurities besides DWNTs. Although the system for CCVD growth
is quite simple, it is found that there are many parameters that can be controlled from the catalyst
preparation all the way through the CCVD reaction. It was found that small variations in the details
of these growth parameters sensitively change the catalytic reaction, as well as the resulting CNT
structure. Therefore, selective growth of CNTs is still challenging. There are two different methods,
which correspond to the “supported catalyst” method and the “floating catalyst” method for CCVD
growth. To achieve selective growth of CNTs with a certain number of walls, the diameter of the
metal nanoparticle needs to be precisely controlled prior to the synthesis reaction, since the catalyst
metal nanoparticles with different diameters yield CNTs with different diameters and numbers of
layers, depending on the CNT diameter. The desired addition of promoter is another way to control
the layer number of CNTs. The highly selective growth of DWNTs has also been reported by several
groups using different synthesis conditions (Table 1).
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Table 1. Synthesis methods for the selective growth of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs).
Catalyst/Precursor/Promoter Carbon Source/Carrier/Atmosphere Inner Tube di (nm) Outer Tube d0 (nm) Selectivity Method
Fe-Co/MgO [84] CH4/N2 0.6–1.2 1.3–2.0 - Supporting (powder)
Fe-Mg-Al-O [85] CH4/H2/Ar - 1.7–3.0 - Supporting (powder)
Co/MgO [86] CH4/H2/N2 - 2.0–4.0 - Supporting (powder)
Fe/MgO-wire [87] CH4/H2/Ar - - - Supporting (powder)
MgFe2O4/MgO [88] CH4/H2 - - - Supporting (powder)
Mg1−x−yFexCoyO [89] CH4/H2 2.2 - 41% Supporting (powder)
Mg1−xCoxO [90] CH4/H2 - 3 45% Supporting (powder)
Fe-Co/Mesoporous Silica [91] CH4/H2 - 4.3 >50% Supporting (powder)
Mg1−xCoxO [92] CH4/H2 1.7 2.7 51% Supporting (powder)
Fe/Al2O3 [93] CH4 - 1.0–4.0 55% Supporting (powder)
Co-Mo/MgO [94] EtOH 0.6–1.3 1.3–2.0 70% Supporting (powder)
Fe/MgO [95] CH4/Ar - 2.0–3.0 >70% Supporting (powder)
Mg1−x−yCoxMoyO [96] CH4/H2 1.43 2.01 77% Supporting (powder)
Fe-Co/Mesoporous Silica [97] EtOH/Ar - >2.0 70%–80% Supporting (powder)
Co-Fe/Zeolite [98] C2H2/Ar - 2.0–6.0 80% Supporting (powder)
Fe-Co/Mesoporous Silica [99] EtOH/Ar - 1.5–5.4 80% Supporting (powder)
Fe (4 nm)/MgO [100] CH4/Ar 0.91 1.68 82% Supporting (powder)
Fe (10 nm)/MgO [100] CH4/Ar 1.42 2.19 85% Supporting (powder)
Fe/MgO [101] CH4/H2/Ar - 2.05 87% Supporting (powder)
FeSi2/Si [102] CH4/C2H4/H2/Ar - 4.5 90% Supporting (powder)
Fe-Mo/MgO [103] n-Hexane/H2/Ar 0.75–1.8 1.5–2.6 >90% Supporting (powder)
Mo/Al2O3, Fe/MgO [104] CH4/Ar 0.9 1.6 95% Supporting (powder)
Fe-Mo/MgO [105] CH4/H2/Ar - 2.0 95% Supporting (powder)
Co-Fe-Mo/MgO [106] n-Hexane/Ar 0.6–1.5 1.2–2.2 100% Supporting (powder)
Fe (1 nm)/Al2O3 (10 nm)/SiO2/Si [107] C2H4/H2/He - 4.0 - Supporting (substrate)
Fe-Mo/Al2O3 (10 nm)/SiO2/Si [108] CH4/H2 1.0–2.0 2.0–3.0 - Supporting (substrate)
SiO2 (30 nm)/Si [109] CH4/H2/Ar - 3.0–5.0 70% Supporting (substrate)
Fe-V-O (3.1 nm)/Si [110] C2H2/H2/He - 3.7 74% Supporting (substrate)
Fe (1 nm)/Al2O3 (10 nm)/Au (1 µm)/Si [111] C2H2/H2/He - - 79% Supporting (substrate)
Co/TiN/Si [112] CH4/H2 - 4.5 80% Supporting (substrate)
Fe (0.4 nm)/Al2O3 (5 nm)/Si [113] C2H2/H2/Ar - 3.73 81% Supporting (substrate)
Fe2O3 (3.8 nm)/Si [114] CH4/H2 3.6 - 81% Supporting (substrate)
Fe (1 nm)/Al2O3 (40 nm)/Si [115] C2H4/H2/He - 5.4 84% Supporting (substrate)
Fe (1.69 nm)/Al2O3 (30 nm)/SiO2/Si [116] H2O/C2H4/H2/He - 3.75 85% Supporting (substrate)
Ferrocene-Sulfur [117] C2H2 0.40–2.19 1.05–2.89 - Floating
Ferrocene-Sulfur [118] C2H2/Ar - - - Floating
Ferrocene-Sulfur [119] Xylene/H2/Ar 2.0 - 80% Floating
Ferrocene-Sulfur [120] Xylene/H2/Ar - 1.4–2.8 80% Floating
Ferrocene-Thiophene [69] EtOH, n-Hexane/H2 - - - Floating
Ferrocene-Thiophene [121] Acetone/EtOH/H2 - - - Floating
Ferrocene-Thiophene [122] EtOH/H2 - - - Floating
Ferrocene-Thiophene [123] Acetone/Ar 2.1 2.8 90% Floating
Ferrocene-Thiophene [124] CH4/H2 1.0–1.3 1.7–2.0 >90% Floating
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2.2.1. The Supported Catalyst Method
For CNT growth, transition metal nanoparticles, including Fe, Ni, Co and their binary alloys,
have been frequently used as catalyst metal nanoparticles. In the case of the supported catalyst
method, metal nanoparticle catalysts are prepared either by a chemical technique (chemical synthesis,
impregnation, combustion, etc.) or a physical deposition technique (sputtering, e-beam/thermal
deposition, etc.). The diameter of the metal nanoparticles is controlled by the conditions used for the
catalyst preparation, and the prepared metal nanoparticles are supported on an oxide substrate (ex.
SiO2, MgO, Al2O3) to prevent aggregation during the heating process prior to the synthesis reaction.
Both porous powder and planar substrates are used as supporting materials for CNTs’ synthesis.
Within this method, DWNTs have been selectively prepared by optimizing the diameter of the metal
nanoparticles, as well as the parameters of the synthesis reaction.
In the case of metal nanoparticles on a porous support, a chemical controlling method is
frequently used. Chemical synthesis is the one of chemical control methods, and the metal
nanoparticles are prepared by chemical reaction and using a metal catalyst precursor and a capping
agent to obtain a finite growth time for the nanoparticles [100,114]. The diameter selected for the
metal nanoparticle is related to the desired CNT diameter and the number of layers of the CNT.
Ago et al. [125] investigated the interaction of metal (Fe) nanoparticles and the supporting material
(MgO) for the growth. In this method, Fe nanoparticles are prepared by thermal decomposition using
iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5) as a precursor and oleic acid as a capping agent. It was found that
MgO and Fe nanoparticles interact strongly, and thus, the Fe nanoparticles keep a smaller diameter
at the CNT synthesis temperature. Because of the strong interaction between FeOx and MgO, the
agglomeration of catalyst particles was highly suppressed. Diffusion of Mg and Fe occurs in the
temperature range between 500 ◦C and 900 ◦C, and then, this phenomena reduces the iron oxide
particle and, thereby, moderates the size of the Fe nanoparticle to be suitable for the thinner CNT
growth (SWNTs and DWNTs). Smaller Fe nanoparticles (1.6 or 2.8 nm) resulted in SWNTs’ growth,
and a slightly larger Fe nanoparticle (4.5 nm) exhibited DWNTs’ growth, whereas a 6.4-nm or larger Fe
nanoparticle did not grow any CNTs. Ago et al. [100] further investigated the effect of the diameter of
Fe nanoparticles on CNTs’ growth. Both the inner and outer tube diameter distribution of the DWNTs
was controlled by the diameter of the Fe nanoparticle. Fe nanoparticles are prepared by means of the
thermal decomposition of Fe(CO)5, and oleic acid was used as the surface capping agent. The size
of the nanoparticles was controlled to be 4 nm (Figure 5a) and 10 nm (Figure 5b) by the molar ratio
of Fe(CO)5 and oleic acid. The prepared Fe nanoparticles are here supported on MgO. Both catalysts
yielded DWNTs with high selectivity up to 80%, but the observed catalyst nanoparticle after the
CVD reaction exhibited a smaller size than its original size (Figure 5c,d). The Fe nanoparticles with
a diameter of 4 nm and 10 nm produced DWNTs with an inner diameter of 0.91 and 1.42 nm and an
outer diameter of 1.68 and 2.19 nm, respectively.
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Figure 5. Various methods for DWNT synthesis and layer number control. (a)–(d) DWNTs from
diameter-controlled Fe nanoparticles supported on MgO. Reproduced with permission from [100],
Copyright Elsevier, 2004. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (a) 4-nm and (b) 10-nm
Fe nanoparticles on MgO and (c) small and (d) large diameter DWNTs from diameter-controlled Fe
nanoparticles (a) and (b), respectively. Highly bundled DWNTs grown from Fe/MgO with Mo/Al2O3
conditioning catalysts: (e) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image, (f) TEM image and (g) optical
image of flat and origami structured buckypaper. Reproduced with permission from [104], Copyright
Nature Publishing Group, 2005.
A simple impregnation/precipitation technique was also used for the preparation of the catalyst.
It is possible to control the density of the metal nanoparticle by changing the ratio of the amount
of metal nanoparticles and the supporting material. Various binary catalysts were investigated by
Hiraoka et al. [98] for DWNT growth over Co-Fe, Co-Ni, Co-V, Co-Cr and Co-Mn supported on
a zeolite substrate. The Co-Fe binary catalyst yielded a high selectivity of DWNTs, whereas other
catalysts exhibit a low yield of DWNTs. In order to achieve a high selectivity of DWNT growth,
the physicochemical properties of the supporting material is also important, since the interaction
between the nanoparticles and the supporting material plays an important role during the heating
process. The catalyst preparation method affects the diameter distribution of the metal nanoparticles,
and it therefore also affects the selectivity of the chirality and metallicity of the DWNTs. Flahaut
et al. [96] reported the selective growth of DWNTs (in comparison to other CNT versions) over the
Mg1−x−yCoxMoyO catalyst. The catalyst for DWNTs’ growth was prepared by a simple combustion
method using urea and citric acid as fuel. Compared to the urea-based combustion process, the citric
acid-based combustion process led to the formation of a homogeneous catalyst. Thus, the selectivity
of DWNTs was high for the citric acid-based catalyst. They also mentioned that by changing the
catalyst preparation conditions, they can prepare a mixture of DWNTs and TWNTs. Zhang et al.
improved the yield and the purity of the DWNTs by introducing small amounts of Al into the
Fe/MgO system [85]. As a result of the phase separation that occurred due to the Al addition, the
crystalline size of the MgO decreased as the Al content increased, and therefore, the dispersity of
the Fe nanoparticles was improved. The improved dispersion of Fe nanoparticle resulted in a higher
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yield and higher purity for DWNTs. Both the physical properties and the chemical properties of the
silica-based supporting material were investigated [85].
Ramesh et al. [99] have used the Fe/Co nanoparticles in connection with different silica-based
porous supporting substrates and they have investigated the relationship between the pore
structure/surface property of the supporting substrate material and the selectivity of the DWNT
growth process. A sol-gel-based microporous silica and a hydrothermal synthesis-based mesoporous
silica were used. It was found that the number of layers of CNTs varied depending sensitively on
the synthesis temperature. When the synthesis was carried out at 800 ◦C, 90% of the product was
SWNTs. In the case of mesoporous silica, the yield of DWNTs increased up to 80% with increasing
synthesis temperature, whereas the yield of DWNTs saturated and decreased when microporous
silica was used. Moreover, it was found that the difference in the acidity of the supporting material
also affects the selectivity of DWNTs relative to other carbon nanostructures when the pore structure
was the same, and weakly acidic mesoporous silica yielded DWNTs preferentially. Qi et al. [102]
found that the commercially-available FeSi2 powder worked as a catalyst for the selective growth of
DWNTs. After proper oxidation of the FeSi2 powder prior to CNT growth, oxidation induced Fe2O3
formation occurred on top of the FeSi2 particle, sitting on the SiO2 substrates. Thus, the treatment
of the Fe nanoparticles produced by the reduction to form uniformly nucleated Fe2O3 under proper
environmental conditions yielded a uniform DWNT structure.
As discussed above in the section describing the arc discharge method, promoters are also used
to improve both the yield and the selectivity of DWNTs relative to other carbon nanostructures.
Mo is frequently used to improve the preference for DWNT production during the growth process
[92,103,104,106]. Flahaut et al. [92] reported that the presence of Mo improved the yield and increased
the selectivity of DWNTs, but the detailed role of Mo in the growth process remained unclear.
Their method increased the DWNT selectivity from less than 50% to over 80% by Mo addition [92].
Matsumoto et al. [106] soon thereafter achieved highly selective growth of DWNTs using a Co-Fe-Mo
catalyst. The optimized condition Co:Fe:Mo = 2.5:1.0:3.5 delivered essentially a 100% selectivity
of DWNTs after the purification process by oxidation at 700 ◦C in air. When the Mo content was
below the aforementioned optimum condition, larger diameter DWNTs and MWNTs were obtained.
The other important factor was the Fe:Co ratio, whereby a lower Co content increased the content of
TWNTs from 0 %–45 %, whereas the diameter of the inner-most tube remained unchanged.
Effect of Mo Addition
The effect of Mo addition in the Fe-Mo/MgO system was investigated by Biris et al. [105]. Two
functions were proposed for Mo addition upon the selective growth of DWNTs: (1) a large particle of
Mo on MgO can provide a secondary support for Fe nanoparticle; (2) the breakup the hydrocarbon
molecules for efficient carbon precursor conversion prior to CNTs synthesis reaction. The detailed
methane conversion behavior over Fe-Mo/MgO was investigated by Ago et al. [126], and the addition
of a small amount Mo improved the conversion efficiency. For the Mo addition, the alloy formation
with Fe, Co or MgO is not necessary to improve the yield and the selectivity of DWNT growth.
Endo et al. [104] used Mo/Al2O3 as a conditioning catalyst, and it was placed separate from the
CNT growth catalyst (Fe/MgO). In the case of the presence of the conditioning catalyst, >95% of the
high DWNT selectivity was achieved after the optimum purification process (Figure 5e–f). Moreover,
since the optimization of the conditioning catalyst was separated from the optimization of the CNT
growth catalyst, simple oxidation in air and hydrochloric acid (HCl) treatment removed most of the
impurities, such as amorphous carbon, Fe nanoparticles and MgO support; this removal of impurities
would be useful for commercializing the growth of DWNTs for device applications. The highly
bundled structure of DWNTs realized by the narrow diameter distribution and the low amount of
impurity enabled DWNTs to form buckypaper by a filtration technique (Figure 5g). The obtained
DWNTs buckypaper was tough enough to fold into an origami structure.
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Figure 6. (a)–(f) Layer number control of CNTs by introducing a reaction enhancer. Reproduced
with permission from [115], Copyright American Chemical Society, 2009. TEM images and
histograms show selective growth of SWNTs (a)–(d), DWNTs (b)–(e) and MWNTs (c)–(f), in the
case of water, methyl-benzoate and benzaldehyde used as a reaction enhancer, respectively. (g)–(i)
Vertically-aligned DWNTs grown from a thickness-controlled Fe film. Reproduced with permission
from [116], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2006. (g) SEM image, (h) TEM image and (i) wall
number and diameter distributions of CNTs for various Fe film thicknesses. (j)–(l) Layer number
controlled by sulfur addition. Reproduced with permission from [120], Copyright Elsevier, 2007.
TEM image of a SWNT nucleating from Fe nanoparticles with the area activated by FeS-Fe eutectic
formation (j), and the proposed growth model for (k) SWNTs and (l) DWNTs by sulfur addition.
Effect of Water
In 2004, the effect of water as a reaction enhancer, which removes the carbon coating layer
on the metal nanoparticle catalyst and thereby prolongs the lifetime of the catalyst, was reported,
and the detailed growth mechanism was discussed later [127,128]. Later research revealed that not
only water, but also oxygen molecules act similarly. Futaba et al. [115] investigated the effect of the
reaction enhancer on the number of layers of CNTs (Figure 6a–f). Similar to water, it was found
that a small amount (hundreds of ppm order of magnitude) of any oxygen-containing molecular
form acts as a reaction enhancer. Furthermore, with an enhancer containing aromatic rings, the
control over the number of walls in the carbon nanotube structure was observed. Namely, with
methyl-benzoate as a reaction enhancer, DWNTs were preferably grown after the synthesis reaction
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with a high selectivity of 84% without any post-purification (Figure 6b–e). While the other molecular
reaction enhancer, benzaldehyde, also yielded MWNTs with a prolonged catalyst lifetime (Figure
6c–f), it was proposed that multilayer formation originates from the aromatic structure-based pi-pi
interaction between dissociated reaction-enhancer molecules.
In the case where a planer substrate was used as a supporting material (such as SiO2/Si, Al2O3),
the resulting film of metal nanoparticles is usually deposited on the film by a physical method, such as
sputtering, thermal evaporation, electron beam evaporation, etc. The layer number of CNTs is usually
controlled by the thickness of the catalyst metal nanoparticle film. Yamada et al. [116] prepared a thin
film of Fe, varying its thickness by the sputtering technique, and the synthesis reaction was carried
out over the substrate. By using the water-assisted CVD process, 2.2 mm-long vertically-aligned
DWNTs were grown with a selectivity as high as 85% (Figure 6g–h) [127]. The number of walls of the
CNTs thus obtained was precisely controlled by the thickness of the Fe thin film, and this approach
was used to get the optimum thickness for the selective growth of SWNTs and for DWNTs. When
the thickness of the Fe film is below 1.2 nm, SWNTs were predominantly grown, whereas DWNTs
were predominantly grown when the thickness was thicker than 1.6 nm, with the transition region
occurring between 1.2 nm and 1.6 nm (Figure 6i). This threshold sensitively varied when the purity of
the sputtering target was changed, but the same trend was observed. The selective growth of DWNTs
was also achieved by optimizing the Fe concentration of the carbon source [113].
2.2.2. The Floating Catalyst Method
In the case of the floating catalyst method, a metal catalyst precursor containing a solution
is atomized by spraying or ultra-sonication, or the metal catalyst precursor powder is simply
sublimated by heat, and then, the generated aerosol/vapor is transferred into the heated reaction
zone by a carrier gas. The diameter and the number of walls of the resulting CNTs are strongly related
to the composition of the precursor solution, the atomizing/vaporizing conditions and the reaction
conditions, and the desired DWNTs are successfully prepared by optimizing these conditions.
Sulfur is used as an additive for the CNT synthesis to improve the yield of CNTs, as well
as for controlling the number of walls. In the case of the floating catalyst method, it is not easy
to introduce an oxide particle into the reaction zone in the gas phase; sulfur is commonly used
as a sensitive agent for controlling the number of walls during DWNT synthesis. Wei et al. [120]
reported that when a small amount of sulfur (10 at % of Fe) is added into the precursor materials,
mostly DWNTs (80%) were grown as the major CNT product, whereas SWNTs (95%) were mainly
produced for the conditions without the sulfur additive. By increasing the concentration of sulfur,
both the CNT diameter and number of layers increased. A growth mechanism for this route to
CNT growth by the sulfur-assisted method was proposed. The nucleation of the CNT is activated
at the location of the eutectic FeS-Fe on the surface of Fe nanoparticles (Figure 6j–l). Since by this
floating catalyst method it is possible to supply catalyst precursor continuously, the continuous
production of DWNTs can be achieved. Using this method, Li et al. [129] firstly reported the
continuous production of SWNTs. Soon thereafter, the continuous production of DWNTs was also
reported by optimizing the temperature, precursor composition (both of the metal catalyst precursor
and the sulfur/sulfur-containing molecule), as well as the aerosol generation conditions and reaction
conditions [121–123].
2.2.3. Annealing of Confined Molecules inside SWNTs
The annealing of confined molecules inside a SWNT provides a different concept for producing
DWNTs. Since a CNT is a tubular carbon material, there is a hollow empty space inside the
CNT. This empty space can be usefully filled with some small molecules or atoms, and then, the
effect of the encapsulation of various molecules and atoms by SWNTs can be studied. The “pea
pod” was first reported and named for the hybridized structure of SWNTs encapsulating fullerenes
(such as C60 [130], C70 [131], etc.) (Figure 7a). When external stimuli, such as heat [132], an
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electron beam [133] and UV light [134], were applied to the pea pod (Figure 7b), the C60 molecules
inside the SWNTs partially coalesced with neighboring C60 molecules to eventually be transformed
thereby forming the inner tube of a DWNT (Figure 7c). Besides fullerenes, other molecules also
worked as precursors for forming the inner tube of DWNTs. Successful DWNT formation by
thermal annealing or electron beam irradiation of SWNTs with encapsulated molecules, such as
coronene (C24H12) [135], anthracene (C14H10) [136], picene (C22H14) [137], pentacene (C22H14) [137],
Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTDCA) (C24H8O6) [137,138], ferrocene (FeCp2) [139–141],
tris(cyclopentadienyl) gadolinium (GdCp3) [139,140] and organometallic fullerene complexes [142],
was reported, as well.
Figure 7. Various molecular encapsulated SWNT for DWNT preparation. TEM image of
(a) pea pod (C60@SWNT), (b) intermediate structure and (c) completed transformation into a
DWNT upon annealing. Reproduced with permission from [132], Copyright Elsevier, 2001.
(d) Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA)-derived graphene nanoribbon-like intermediate
structure. Reproduced with permission from [137], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2013. (e) Two
different pathways for inner tube formation from the C60 precursor molecule. Reproduced with
permission from [137], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2013. (f) Ferrocene (FeCp2) encapsulated
SWNT and (g) Fe3C nanocrystal observed inside SWNT by annealing FeCp2@SWNT . Reproduced
with permission from [139], Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2008.
Lim et al. [137] found that there are two different intermediate states of the inner tube
depending on the encapsulated molecular species. In the case of PTCDA, graphene nanoribbon-like
intermediates were formed during annealing (Figure 7d), whereas fullerenes, picene and pentacene
formed deformed fullerene-like intermediates prior to DWNT formation (Figure 7e). The graphene
nanoribbon-like intermediates are possible because the oxygen-terminated edges of PTCDA
molecules release their oxygen, to generate CO or CO2 molecules upon annealing, and the remaining
perylene tetraradicals are merged into the graphene nanoribbon structure. The helically-twisted
single or double graphene nanoribbons are further merged into an inner tube upon continuous
annealing. Ferrocene (FeCp2), which is commonly used for CNT growth as a metal catalyst
precursor for the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) floating catalyst method, also works
as a precursor for the inner tube growth [139–141]. In the case of ferrocene, the inner tube formed
at a low temperature of 600 ◦C [139]. It was proposed that the formation mechanism of the inner
tube is different from the fullerene coalescence and graphene nanoribbon merging methods, since
these coalescence-derived inner tube formation methods do not occur at this low temperature. The
encapsulated ferrocene (Figure 7f) would first decompose into iron carbide (Fe3C, Figure 7g), which
could be responsible for the catalytic growth of these inner tubes.
The chirality distribution of the encapsulated molecules-derived inner tube of the DWNT is
dependent on the choice of the precursor molecules [137]. Even when fullerenes with a similar
structure, such as C60 and C70, are used as the precursor, these molecules produce inner tubes with a
different chirality distribution. The C60-derived inner tubes tend to be (6, 4) and (6, 5) tubes, whereas
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the C70-, ferrocene- and PTCDA-derived inner tubes tend to be (6, 4) or (9, 1), (6, 5) or (8, 1) and (7, 2)
tubes, respectively.
2.3. Brief Summary: Synthesis of DWNTs
As discussed above, it seems that a recipe to controllably-produce DWNTs relative to their
diameter range, metallicities, flavors and chiralities does not yet exist. Each approach discussed
above leads to different outcomes, which present advantages and disadvantages. The arc-discharge
method has the advantage of producing ultra-high quality DWNTs, but it has the disadvantages of
producing many other forms of carbon materials, and the samples that are grown via this method
are very hard to purify. The CCVD method can be applied using different approaches: the support
catalyst method and the floating catalyst method. The support catalyst method has the advantage of
selecting the DWNT diameter range, metallicity and number of walls by controlling the properties of
the metal nanoparticles used as precursors. On the other hand, the floating catalyst method does not
provide as good control over the diameter range and metallicity, but provides a better control over the
number of walls of the carbon nanotube when sulfur is added to the growth reaction zone. Moreover,
in this approach, the precursor is supplied continuously, which results in a continuous production
of DWNTs. Both methods have disadvantages inherent to the chemical vapor deposition methods:
any small change in the growth parameters will dramatically change the growth outcome, and the
quality of the tubes is lower in comparison to the pea pod-derived method and the arc-discharge
method. Finally, the pea pod-derived method produces high quality DWNTs and is a good candidate
to producing chirality-specific DWNTs. However, the method produces DWNTs in a limited range
of diameters with the outer tube diameter always larger than 1 nm, which is a necessary condition
to encapsulate molecules that will later become the inner tube. The authors also recommend that the
readers read reference [143], which is a very good complementary reference about many aspects of
DWNTs’ production and purification.
3. Synthesis and Characterization of TWNTs
Unlike the synthesis of DWNTs, the synthesis of TWNTs remains a more challenging topic, and
there are only a few reports approaching this theme. In the case of DWNT synthesis, the number
of layers is controlled by either the precise control of the metal nanoparticles diameter, synthesis
conditions or the addition of a growth promoter, such as Mo, S and O. However, these tuning
approaches introduce instability into the synthesis system while increasing the degree of tuning.
Therefore, controllability tends to become fuzzier when the focus is shifted from DWNT to TWNT
synthesis. Moreover, in the case of TWNT synthesis, it is difficult to remove DWNTs mixed with
TWNTs, since the difference in physicochemical properties between them is smaller than that between
SWNTs and DWNTs.
To the best of our knowledge, Yu et al. [144] were the first to observe a large amount of TWNT
growth (Figure 8a–c). The TWNTs were found in a bundle structure with a ring shape where each
TWNT was closely packed into a triangular configuration (Figure 8b). Only 10% of all of the ring
structure was composed of only TWNTs. The CNT growth is quite sensitive to the size of the metal
catalyst and/or the synthesis conditions, suggesting that the reaction window for the selective growth
of TWNTs could be narrow. To advance this research direction, the growth kinetics of long TWNTs
was investigated by Wen et al. [145], and 100 mm-long TWNTs were grown on a Si substrate by a
gas flow-directed CVD method [145]. The reaction window for the preferential TWNT growth was
narrow, as well. When the synthesis temperature was increased by 20 ◦C or 40 ◦C, the yield of SWNT
and DWNT was dramatically increased in the intended TWNT growth, and then, the selectivity of the
TWNT growth was decreased down to 30% within typical sample growth runs. It was demonstrated
when the TWNT growth condition was in a narrow reaction window, the growth of TWNTs was
stable [145]. The CNTs with chiral angles close to 30◦ (close to the armchair CNT) showed a stable
structure over 60 mm of length, and the growth rate of the CNT was about 16% higher than for
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the other lengths and for the SWNTs species. Notoriously, TWNTs with lengths less than 30 mm
presented smaller chiral angles (ranging from 10–20◦) and four dominant flavors: S@S@S, M@S@M,
S@S@M, S@M@S. For TWNTs with lengths more than 30 mm, chiral angles ranging from 20–30◦ were
preferred, and only one flavor was observed: S@S@S [145]. For all of the lengths, the differences
between the chiral angles for the nanotubes composing the TWNTs were around 6.5◦.
Yamada et al. [116] achieved selective growth of SWNTs and DWNTs by controlling the thickness
of the metal catalyst film. This suggested that it could be possible to synthesize TWNTs selectively
by simultaneously optimizing the metal catalyst film thickness, as well as the reaction conditions. To
increase TWNT synthesis yields, Chiang et al. [146] synthesized vertically-aligned TWNT films from
thickness-controlled Fe film deposited on a Si substrate. It was found that a precisely controlled
3 nm-thick Fe film yielded ∼8 nm-diameter TWNTs with a TWNT selectivity as high as ∼60%.
Chemical control of catalytic metal nanoparticles was also achieved to benefit selectivity and TWNT
quality. In this context, Baliyan et al. [147] used a microwave plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) system
and engineered mono-dispersed hollow nanoparticles (HNPs) of Fe3O4 (Figure 8d) as a catalyst for
studying TWNTs’ growth. Because the shrinkage of the HNPs during the heating process avoided
the aggregation of the catalyst nanoparticles, then dense, vertically-aligned CNTs with a uniform
internal diameter of 4.86 nm were grown on the Si substrate (Figure 8e–g). With this approach, 83%
of grown CNTs have three concentric walls (TWNTs), and the area density of the CNTs was 0.6× 1012
cm−2. Taki et al. [148] achieved the selective growth of TWNTs by means of a newly-developed
radiation-heated catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) method. As mentioned before, the
number of walls of CNTs varies sensitively depending on the metal catalyst particle diameter.
Therefore, to achieve selective growth of DWNTs or TWNTs, a narrow catalyst diameter distribution
is important. The thin film of catalyst metal nanoparticles with a narrow diameter distribution was
prepared by dip-coating precursor solution onto a quartz glass [148]. The diameter distribution was
well controlled by optimizing the concentration of the Co and Mo precursors, which was varied
from 0.01–0.10 wt % in an ethanol solution in this study [148]. The catalyst nanoparticles where
prepared on a Si substrate and were heated rapidly by infrared irradiation. This rapid heating process
suppressed the effect of aggregation, and thus, the diameter distribution of metal nanoparticles
remained narrow, which also improved the selectivity of the number of walls. SWNTs, DWNTs and
TWNTs were selectively grown on the substrate prepared from 0.01, 0.03 and 0.07 wt % precursor
solution respectively, and this selectivity for optimizing the conditions was reported to be 100%
(SWNTs), 88% (DWNTs) and 76% (TWNTs), respectively, without any purification process. They
also tried to grow wall number-selected CNTs by the conventional CVD techniques. However,
the diameter distribution was widened during the heating process in the case of the conventional
CVD method; therefore, the SWNTs were also grown predominantly using this technique [148]. The
effective catalyst size for the SWNTs, DWNTs and TWNTs thus produced were found to be 2–8 nm,
8–11 nm and 11–15 nm, respectively [148]. The authors claim that the layer numbers of CNTs can
be precisely controlled by control of the diameter, thickness or active area of the metal catalyst [148].
However, an increase of the diameter or the film thickness of the metal catalyst usually enlarges
the diameter of the inner-most tube of the CNTs as a side effect, so that it is difficult to synthesize
TWNTs with the inner-most tube remaining small. Although CNTs lose their quantum effects with
increasing diameter, the other synthesis route of TWNTs has also been explored, as they still present
very interesting mechanical properties [2,148].
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Figure 8. Synthesis of triple-walled carbon nanotubes (TWNTs) using various methods.
Catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD)-synthesized TWNT ring. Reproduced with permission
from [144], Copyright AIP Publishing LLC, 2006. Low (a) and high (b) magnification TEM image of
a TWNT ring. TWNTs are packed into a triangular configuration (b) and faceted TWNTs within
the ring (c). Vertically-aligned TWNT grown from engineered hollow nanoparticles (HNPs) by
plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD); (d) hollow nanoparticles used as a catalyst; the scale bar represents
5 nm ; (e) SEM image of vertically-aligned TWNTs; the scale bar represents 10 nm; (f) low and (g) high
magnification TEM images of TWNTs; the scale bars represent 50 and 5 nm, respectively. Reproduced
with permission from [147], Copyright American Chemical Society, 2014. DWNT pea pod-derived
TWNTs; TEM images (h)–(k) and Raman spectrum (l)–(m). Reproduced with permission from [149],
Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2011. High magnification image of C60-encapsulated DWNTs (h) and
TWNTs formed by high temperature annealing at 2000 ◦C (i). The generation of peaks at 380 cm−1
in (l) confirms the formation of the inner most tube of TWNTs by annealing over 1500 ◦C, especially
between 1700 ◦C and 2000 ◦C (m) [149,150].
3.1. Annealing of Confined Molecules inside DWNTs
Muramatsu et al. prepared high quality TWNTs by introducing C60 into DWNTs followed by
high temperature annealing [149,150] and starting from CCVD-prepared high quality DWNTs [104].
In order to enlarge the DWNT diameters, high temperature annealing was carried out prior to C60
encapsulation [149]. At a temperature of 2400 ◦C, the diameter of both the inner tube and the outer
tube of the DWNT increased via the coalescence mechanism [149]. After the annealing process,
the inner tube diameter of the DWNT was in the range of 1.0–1.8 nm, which is wide enough for
C60 encapsulation. The DWNT and C60 were sealed inside a glass ampoule under vacuum, and
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then, the glass ampoule was heated at 600 ◦C for the C60 encapsulation. Finally, a secondary high
temperature heat treatment process (1500 ◦C–2000 ◦C) transformed the DWNT-pea pod (Figure 8h)
into TWNTs (Figure 8i–k) [149]. The diameter of the newly-generated inner-most tube was in the
range of 0.4–1.0 nm, and the generation of an inner-most tube was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy
(Figure 8l–m). Recently, Hirschmann et al. [57–59] used resonant Raman spectroscopy (RRS) to study
in greater detail these fullerene-derived TWNTs in both bundles and isolated versions. In these
studies, the authors confirmed the high-quality TWNT throughput of the fullerene-derived method
reported by Muramatsu and co-authors [149]. The works by Hirschmann and co-authors also
reported the first comprehensive studies on the vibrational properties of these high-quality TWNTs,
connecting such properties with their SWNT and DWNT counterparts [57–59,151–153]. Table 2
summarizes the different synthesis conditions that produce TWNTs.
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Table 2. Synthesis methods for the selective growth of triple-walled carbon nanotubes (TWNTs).
Catalyst/Precursor/Promoter Carbon Source/Carrier/Atmosphere Inner Tube dinner (nm) Middle Tube dmiddle Outer Tube douter (nm) Selectivity Method
Fe/Mo/Quartz [25] EtOH/Ar/H2 - - 3.80–4.80 62% Supporting
(substrate)
C60@DWNT (pea pod) [26] Ar 0.60 1.20 2.00 45% Supporting
(substrate)
Fe3O4/Si [147] CH4/H2 4.86 - - 83% Supporting
(substrate)
FeCl3/Si [145] CH4/H2 1.36–3.78 2.12–4.46 2.87–5.19 90% Supporting
(substrate)
Fe/Al2O3 [146] H2O/CH4/H2 - - 8.00 59% Supporting
(substrate)
Co/Mo/Quartz [148] EtOH/Ar/H2 - - 4.00 76% Supporting
(substrate)
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3.2. Brief Summary: Synthesis of TWNTs
In summary, while DWNTs can be readily produced via the arc-discharge method, the CCVD
method and the pea pod-derived method, the production of TWNTs is definitively more challenging.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no arc-discharge method recipe that provides a
reasonable outcome in terms of TWNT selectivity relative to other carbon materials produced during
the growth process. The CCVD methods are good for producing DWNTs, but present a very narrow
window of parameter tunability that leads to a highly selective TWNT production relative to other
carbon materials. The attempts to use the CCVD method to grow TWNTs usually result in a mixing
of DWNTs and TWNTs, which is not trivial to be separated due to similar physicochemical properties
presented by both the DWNTs and the TWNTs. The most prominent method to grow TWNTs seems
to be the pea pod-derived method, which produces TWNTs from large diameter DWNTs that have
either C60 or C70 molecules encapsulated to form the innermost tube. This method produces high
quality TWNTs with good selectivity relative to other carbon nano-products produced during the
growth process.
4. Pea Pod-Derived Method: Advantages and Disadvantages
Pea pod-derived DWNTs and TWNTs have specific advantages and disadvantages over the
DWNTs and TWNTs grown by the arc-discharge method and the CVD method [104,120,130,
131,134–142,150]. One advantage is that the method of growing the multi-walled structures by
thermally-treating pea pods makes it possible to obtain high-purity CNTs without contaminants,
such as metallic impurities. Another advantage is that the diameter and chirality distributions of
pea pod-derived DWNTs and TWNTs are narrower than the diameter and chirality distributions
obtained via arc-discharge and CVD. This happens because the electronic structure of the constituent
inner tubes is predominantly determined by the outer tubes, as well as by the high temperature
observed during the thermal treatment. It is very interesting to note that the interlayer spacing in
pea pod-derived structures strongly depends on the high temperatures achieved during the thermal
treatment [104,120,130,131,134–142,150].
Therefore, this method is highly promising to synthesize DWNTs and TWNTs with specific
metallicity configurations (e.g., S@M, M@S, S@S and M@M in the case of DWNTs) using metallic
or semiconducting SWNTs as host materials under optimized synthetic conditions. Eventually, it
will be possible to synthesize chirality-specific DWNTs and TWNTs using chirality-specific SWNTs
as host materials and optimized thermal treatment conditions (e.g., temperature and environment of
the growth process) [104,120,130,131,134–142,150]. However, the pea pod-derived method presents
the following disadvantages: (1) it suffers from the limited filling ratio of fullerenes inside SWNTs,
which leads to the formation of very short or disconnected inner tubes; (2) it has limited production
capacity; (3) it relies upon high-cost ultra-crystalline arc-discharge-derived SWNTs (in the case of the
DWNT synthesis) to serve as host materials; and (4) the method also depends on high-cost material
processing techniques, as for example, the technique used to encapsulate the fullerene molecules and
the high temperatures required during the thermal treatment [104,120,130,131,134–142,150].
This is likely why, intrinsically, the CVD method has been largely used to produce CNTs
at an industrial scale. Indeed, the CVD method carries the disadvantage of producing lower
quality samples, but on the other hand, it is a technique much cheaper to operate than the
arc-discharge technique and the pea pod-derived technique. The commercially-available DWNTs
are predominantly synthesized via the CVD method.
5. Applications Involving DWNTs and TWNTs
As we mentioned above, CNTs have been discussed as powerful materials for producing the
next generation of electronic devices. Indeed, several applications were already tested, but not
explored enough due to the limitations of synthesizing high quality few-walled carbon nanotubes,
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although this limitation no longer exists for SWNT synthesis, which has reached the state-of-the-art
in chirality-specific production [154–156]. The use of DWNTs and TWNTs as interconnects, which
usually represent 70% of the impedance of today’s integrated circuits, is considered to have the
potential to play a key role in improving the performance of future integrated circuits. The successful
use of CNTs relies on the number of CNT walls of the CNTs and also on the density of tubes making
the interconnections. Dijon and co-authors in 2010 [157] approached this problem by synthesizing
DWNTs and TWNTs directly on doped silicon utilizing a method called “integration in vias”, as
shown in Figure 9a. Again, CNT growth has been identified as a major drawback in helping to
control the species being grown, as well as the density and specific number of walls at the resulting
carbon nanotube [157].
Figure 9. (a) The selective growth of DWNTs and TWNTs is achieved on doped silicon via TiN
structures in specific regions over the surface. (b) Relative resistance as a function of temperature for
the SWNT, pea pod-derived and CVD-DWNT films before and after vacuum ultraviolet treatment.
It is observed that the ultraviolet (UV) treatment largely increases the relative resistance of the films.
Reproduced with permission from [158], Copyright American Chemical Society, 2011.
Double-walled carbon nanotubes have also been identified as materials with interesting
electronic transport properties (such as chirality dependence and inner/outer tube selectivity) and
superconductivity [158–162]. Fujisawa et al. [158], as shown in Figure 9b, investigated the transport
properties in films containing pea pod-derived DWNTs and CVD DWNTs. They found that the
synthesis technique matters to determine the performance of the films. Indeed, the lowest resistivity
was found for films obtained from CVD-DWNTs. The resistivity was lower in CVD-DWNTs than in
both SWNT and pea pod-derived DWNT films. The result was correlated with the total content of
metallic tubes that the CVD-DWNT sample contains. According to their DWNT chirality analysis,
the metallic content of the inner and outer tubes for pea pod-derived DWNTs was found to be 15%
and 25%, whereas the corresponding values for the inner and the outer tubes of the CVD-DWNTs
corresponded to 35% and 20%. The low metallic content in the inner tubes of the pea pod-DWNTs,
as explained above, is related to their special growth conditions, such as their high temperature
thermal treatment. Moreover, no significant difference in the electrical resistivities of SWNT films
and the pea pod-DWNT films is observed, which indicates the predominant role of the outer
tubes in the transport. The results demonstrated that conductive films of DWNTs can have their
transport properties tailored by the method used to grow the DWNT systems [158]. Devices utilizing
bundles of MWNTs, including DWNTs and TWNTs, also showed superconductivity behavior at low
temperatures [28,61–64]. Shi et al. [28] measured devices containing bundles of DWNTs and observed
clear signatures of supercurrents for temperatures below the average critical temperature of 6.8 K, as
shown in Figure 10a, while Barzola-Quiquia et al. [63] observed superconductive behavior in their
bundled DWNT samples for temperatures below the critical temperature of 15 K.
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Figure 10. (a) Resistance as a function of temperature at various magnetic fields B. There is a
steep drop in the resistance for temperatures below the critical temperature of 6.8 K. Reproduced
with permission from [28], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2012. (b) The left panel shows the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a DWNT. The inset shows the DWNT between
the source (S) and drain (D) electrodes. The right panel shows the design of the nano-p-n junction
device. Reproduced with permission from [163], Copyright AIP Publishing LLC, 2009. (c,d) The
source-drain current plotted against the source-drain voltage and the back-gate voltage, respectively.
The asymmetric ambipolar behavior is observed in both plots. Reproduced with permission from
[163], Copyright AIP Publishing LLC, 2009.
These systems, DWNTs, can be used to manufacture self-organized nano-Schottky junctions
wherein one layer exhibits a semiconducting behavior and the other exhibits a metallic behavior
[163]. These double-walled systems can also be used to fabricate nano-p-n junction devices wherein
one SWNT exhibits a p-type semiconducting behavior and the other SWNT exhibits an n-type
behavior [163]. These cylindrical nano-p-n junctions are designed so that electrode contacts are placed
individually in each SWNT constituting the DWNT, as shown in Figure 10b. With this design, the
IL interactions give rise to a measurable current flow [163]. Shimizu et al. [163] observed that the
barrier heights at the nano-p-n junction in a device as the one shown in Figure 10b are different
for electrons and holes, which is confirmed by the asymmetric (and unusual) ambipolar behavior
of the devices, as observed in Figure 10c,d. In their work, they show that the ambipolar behavior
that was observed could be addressed only by considering the transport between the constituent
SWNTs, which is mediated by the IL interactions. The nano-p-n junctions are more likely to exist at
the location where the carbon atoms in hexagonal lattices have the highest alignment at the interlayer
space. In other words, their work suggests that the DWNTs need to be commensurate [163]. To the
best knowledge of the authors, devices like the one described above have not been fabricated using
TWNTs. It is worth mentioning that TWNTs would be natural candidates to build nano-p-n-p or
nano-n-p-n junctions, which would allow the fabrication of cylindrical nano-transistors.
Nano-supercapacitors can also be fabricated with DWNTs [164–166]. Namely, Cooper et al. [166]
used DNA-dispersed DWNTs to fabricate electrodes for supercapacitors. Their work demonstrates
that the DNA-dispersed electrode films work much better than those made of DWNTs in bundles,
and these electrodes double the capacitance obtained in films fabricated with pristine DWNTs. In the
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experiment, they measured a supercapacitance of about 67 F/g for the DNA-dispersed DWNTs films
[166]. Chen et al. [164], on the other hand, used bromine-doped DWNTs to demonstrate the existence
of a radial charge distribution within the positive carbon electrode of a cylindrical DWNT molecular
capacitor. In these molecular capacitors, bromine acts as a radial gate, which mediates very different
band filling effects on each SWNT constituting the DWNT system. They demonstrate that in such
capacitors, the nanoscale electrostatics dominates over the quantum confinement inherent for these
one-dimensional structures [164].
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes have been suggested as good platforms for fabricating oscillator
devices [167–172]. Jiang’s group [167] proposed in their calculations that DWNTs and TWNTs
are good candidates for functional nano-oscillators, where the number of walls, the metallicity
and chiralities of the nanotubes composing the few-walled systems are important parameters for
determining the characteristics and performances of the resulting electronic oscillator device. Kang
and Lee [168] also performed molecular dynamics calculations suggesting TWNTs as interesting
platforms for fabricating nano-oscillators. They simulated the characteristic frequencies of coupled
TWNTs oscillators, in which the IL interactions play an important role. They found that two main
frequencies describe the coupled oscillations in the TWNTs, and these frequencies range from 50–100
GHz and from 80–200 GHz, depending on the species composing the TWNT system, as shown in
Figure 11a. Another very interesting prediction was made by Papescu et al. [169], in which they
placed the DWNT oscillator perpendicular to a surface and studied the proximity effects, which are
related to the friction between the surface and the DWNT. In their calculations, they demonstrated
that the DWNT oscillatory behavior is strongly affected by its proximity with the surface. Their results
suggest, as shown in Figure 11b, that this friction-dependent oscillatory behavior has a great potential
to make DWNT systems excellent candidates for a new generation of atomic force microscope, in
which the inner tube would be probing the surfaces in the GHz regime [169].
Figure 11. (a) The primary (F1) and the secondary (F2) frequencies of a TWNT oscillator plotted
against the oscillation amplitude (A1) related to F1 [168]. (b) The top panel shows the design of
an atomic force microspe (AFM) system in which DWNTs would be used as surface probes. The
bottom panel shows the intensity of the force between the inner tube of the DWNT and the sample
plotted against the distance between the surface and the edge of the outer tube of the DWNT. The free
oscillations of the DWNT system have a constant intensity around 0.62 nN, and as the DWNT starts
interacting with the sample, a region of a linear force regime dominates [169].
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DWNTs and TWNTs were also shown to possess excellent mechanical properties, being more
resistant than SWNTs to tensile loads and strains [173]. Recently, DWNTs were also shown to
have good superlubricity properties, whereby the inner tubes can easily slide across the interior
of the outer tube composing the system [174]. DWNTs can also be used to reinforce polyimide
composites, which may be used in electronic devices, transparent conducting films and aerospace
parts. Individually-dispersed DWNTs do not perturb transparency, while the non-isolated tubes are
randomly aggregated and, thus, deteriorate the visual appearance of the polyimide film, as shown
in Figure 12a–c. The chemically-modified and -isolated DWNTs lead to increased modulus, tensile
strength and elongational break of polyimide nanocomposites [162], as shown in Figure 12d.
Figure 12. (a) Pure polyimide (PI) film, (b) polyimide/non-isolated DWNTs (PI/DWNT-OH
non-isolated) film and (c) polyimide/isolated DWNTs (PI/DWNT-OH isolated) film. The
non-isolated DWNTs perturb the transparency of the film. (d) Stress-strain curves of PI (black solid
curve), PI/DWNT-OH non-isolated (red solid curve) and PI/DWNT-OH isolated (blue solid curve) .
Reproduce with permission from [162], Copyright John Wiley and Sons, 2008.
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The weak IL interactions observed in DWNTs and TWNTs make them excellent candidates for
the fabrication of nano-motors and nano-actuators [175–178]. Bourlon et al. [175] used multi-walled
carbon nanotubes as bearings for rotating platforms, while Takagi et al. [176] proposed a nanomotor
based on SWNTs and DWNTs in mechanical contact with each other. In their design, as shown
in Figure 13a–c, the SWNT is used as a power nanotube, which can translate along the DWNTs
axis, which is composed of one shaft nanotube (inner tube) and a bearing nanotube (outer tube).
Their calculations suggested good controllability for translational and rotational motions in their
nanomotor, and this controllability may be tuned according to SWNT species composing the DWNTs
[176]. Fennimore et al. [177] also reported a fully functional design that would work either as
a nanometer-scale electromechanical system or as a micro-electromechanical system. Figure 13c,d
shows SEM images of the motor, which consists of a plate attached to the outer SWNT of the DWNT,
and various angular positions of the plate [177].
Figure 13. (a) The design of a nanomotor fabricated with one DWNT and one SWNT, which
are mechanically coupled to each other. Reproduced with permission from [176], Copyright AIP
Publishing LLC, 2008. (b) The side and top views of the nanomotor, respectively. Reproduced with
permission from [176], Copyright AIP Publishing LLC, 2008. (c) SEM image of a nanomotor fabricated
with a plate attached to the outer SWNT constituting a DWNT. Reproduced with permission
from [177], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2003. (d) The plate at various angular positions
(from 0–340 ◦). Reproduced with permission from [177], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2003.
There is plenty of room, as well, for the application of few-walled carbon nanotubes in devices
for energy harvesting/storage (solar cells, for example) and sensors [179–197]. Indeed, we currently
feel that finally the synthesis methods have advanced significantly to be technologically useful for
producing high quality materials that are appropriate for testing several CNT applications that
have been proposed in the literature or have been poorly tested. In 2010, Li and co-authors
[182] demonstrated that DWNTs can serve as new channels for the establishment of an emerging
class of delivery systems for the transport and translocation of DNA molecules and other types of
biomolecules. Their method depends on the fact that DWNTs are more robust than SWNTs as regards
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voltage applications, and by following this line of reasoning, we suggest that TWNTs may provide
another convenient option for the further development of such delivery systems.
In the field of solar cells, CNTs have been mostly used as base materials for transparent
conductive films as an attempt to replace ITO (indium tin oxide) substrates, which are very
expensive [183–188]. In some cases, the nanotube systems were not involved in the photo-generation
process [183–185]. However, the nanotube structures can also be combined with silicon to produce
heterojunction solar cells [186–188]. In these cases, the CNTs play an important role in the
photo-generation process. Jia et al. [186] proposed a design in which the manufacturing process
is simple and scalable, involving solution transfer of a porous, single-layer film of double-walled
nanotubes to a silicon surface to form heterojunctions with silicon. The method does not require
the separation of metallic and semiconducting nanotubes, and their solar cell devices achieved
efficiencies of about 7% compared to the 10% usually observed in the commonly-used polymer-based
cells. Wei et al. [187] also demonstrated that DWNTs could be potentially used for both
photogeneration sites and charge carrier collecting/transport layer in DWNT-based solar cells.
However, in this design, the efficiency, which lays around 1%, is not as good as the one obtained
by the nanotube-silicon heterojunctions solar cells. In the same line, Shu et al. [188] designed and
measured a hybrid photoelectrochemical cell (PEC) formed by a heterojunction made of a thin film
of DWNTs and silicon nanowires, as show in Figure 14. In their design, the DWNTs also serve as
the transparent counter electrode of the PEC cell. Again, the efficiency obtained by their solar cell
device was lower than 1.3% (see Figure 14b). Although DWNTs can be used for photogeneration
and electrodes simultaneously, the efficiencies obtained from devices are still farfrom reaching those
observed in polymer-based cells.
Figure 14. (a) Schematics and side view of a hybrid heterojunction/photoelectrochemical cell
(PEC) solar cell fabricated with silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays and DWNT films. Reproduced
with permission from [188], Copyright American Chemical Society, 2009. (b) The current density is
plotted against voltage for several samples prepared in different ways: Sample A1 (SiNW/DWNT
heterojunction without redox electrolyte), Sample A2 (SiNW/DWNT heterojunction with redox
electrolyte), Sample B1 (Si wafer/DWNT heterojunction without redox electrolyte) and Sample B2 (Si
wafer/DWNT heterojunction with redox electrolyte). The inset brings the efficiency obtained for each
sample. The redox electrolyte improves the efficiency in SiNW/DWNT-based devices, but worsens
the efficiency in Si wafer/DWNT-based devices. Reproduced with permission from [188], Copyright
American Chemical Society, 2009.
As base materials for sensors, these multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) systems are
promising in a variety of ways: mass sensors, bio-sensors, strain sensors, temperature sensors and
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more [189–197]. As an example, p-aminophenol-modified multi-walled carbon nanotubes have been
successfully tested as a sensor to detect vitamin C (ascorbic acid) via its electrochemical oxidation
[197]. Furthermore, MWNTs/Pd-Ir composites have also been effectively utilized as supramolecular
imprinted sensors capable of detecting carbofuran [194], and electrochemical sensors for detecting
chloramphenicol based on multi-walled tubes were designed and successfully tested, as well [189].
Sensors for controlling and monitoring of human motions were also recently designed [190]. It is
also important to comment that the surfaces of the CNTs constituting a MWNT system, as well as
the interstitial site present in bundled samples will change with increasing the number of layers in
the MWNT system. As an example, the use of DWNTs with appropriate diameter distributions has
been used for H2 adsorption [198]. The DWNT systems exhibited a H2 adsorption two-times higher
than the adsorption observed in SWNT systems [198]. In fact, as the number of walls increases,
the molecular potential observed at the constituent carbon nanotube surfaces increases, but on the
other hand, the pore size, the pore volume and the surface area decrease. Therefore, there should
be an ideal number of walls and diameters in MWNT systems, so that different molecules can be
more efficiently adsorbed. These are just a few examples of how industry can take advantage of the
electrical, vibrational and mechanical properties of the multi-walled carbon nanotubes, which include
DWNTs and TWNTs.
6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives
The development of powerful methods for growing CNTs has reached the state-of-the-art for
SWNT growth, and the expectation is that the growth techniques will eventually reach such a state
for the growth of few-walled carbon nanotubes (such as DWNTs and TWNTs), as well. The main
parameters in the catalytic growth of DWNTs and TWNTs are: (1) the size and shape of metal particles
or the thickness of metal films; (2) the use of promoters (Mo and S); and (3) reaction conditions
(e.g., temperature, pressure and gas flow rate). Basically, the dimensions of the catalyst particles
determine the number of walls in the carbon nanotube structure resultant from the growth process. It
is worth mentioning that the metal catalyst acts like a reservoir for carbon atoms. The concentration of
Mo or S in the catalyst particles/films plays an important role in determining both the size of catalyst
particles and the deposition rate of carbon atoms during the carbon nanotube growth time. Indeed,
the decomposition rate of hydrocarbons on the catalysts surface, as well as the carbon diffusion
(segregation) into (out of) the catalyst particles/films both change the number of walls in the process
of synthesizing the carbon nanotube structures. For example, the increase in the number of walls
constituting the CNTs in the growth process was observed with increasing the concentration of Mo
in the catalyst medium. The growth of TWNTs is considerably harder when compared to the growth
of DWNTs. In fact, the reaction window for the selective growth of TWNTs is much narrower than
that for DWNTs, and any small variation in the growth conditions is already enough to jeopardize
the synthesis of TWNTs.
As discussed throughout the text, the growth techniques are already able to achieve high
selectivity (>80%) for DWNTs and TWNTs species relative to other carbon structures produced
simultaneously in the growth procedure. The control of DWNT and TWNT diameters is also
in an advanced stage, although there is still a way to go as it comes to the chirality-specific
growth of such systems. However, as mentioned above, the synthesis of DWNTs and TWNTs
did reach a stage in which more sophisticated science can now be carried out, not only in
terms of applications, but also in terms of fundamental science related to electrons, phonons,
electron-electron interactions, electron-phonon interactions and phonon-phonon interactions (also
known as many-body interactions), which are well understood in monolayer graphene and its
multi-layer counterparts [199–203]. Both DWNTs and TWNTs, which are concentric SWNTs, have
interesting phenomena related to their IL interactions [202–205]. These IL interactions are mediated
by van der Waals forces, and they change as the chirality of the tubes composing the DWNTs and
TWNTs changes, which therefore modifies how strongly the electronic and vibrational structures
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of each SWNT constituent will mix together in DWNT and TWNT systems. In fact, these IL
interactions when well understood can be used in device applications, which work in the infrared
regime [202–205].
The chirality and metallicity of the DWNTs and TWNTs constituents are certainly important to
understand in depth the electronic and thermal properties, as well, and a good understanding of
such properties is still elusive for few-walled carbon nanotubes. Regarding the use of DWNTs and
TWNTs in biological applications, there still remains much to understand about their toxicity in living
organisms and also their role as potential drug-delivery agents [182]. The mechanical robustness and
the variety of metallicities observed in DWNTs and TWNTs could also be explored, for example to
enhance the quality and resolution of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) probes [206,207]. Moreover,
as we reported in Section 5, even though there are some applications that have already been tested
using DWNTs and TWNTs, there are also various predictions still awaiting confirmation. In general,
the authors understand that the effective use of DWNTs and TWNTs in nanotechnology is still under
development and might experience a boost in the next few years provided that better samples can be
produced. Finally, the authors believe that these recent advances in DWNT and TWNT synthesis are
giving a new perspective to carbon nanotube science, which now has the potential to inaugurate a
new era in this more than 25-year-old research field.
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